
Related Feature Change Type Ref # Release Notes

Bug Fix DEV-762

Fixed an issue where the "Revise Booking" option was visible to users who didn't have permission to edit 

bookings.

Customer Request DEV-727 Added a legend section to amenity booking to make filtering the calendar easier and more user-friendly.

Customer Request DEV-766 Made a change to highlight required / incorrect fields when creating a new booking.

Customer Request DEV-775

Changed the default setting for new file uploads so that the system does not send email notifications by 

default.

Bug Fix DEV-719 Removed the "For Administrators" section from quick links for non-administrative users.

Bug Fix DEV-701

Fixed an issue where table headings would not wrap properly. Further fixes are planned for future UI 

upgrades.

Bug Fix DEV-758 Fixed an issue where HTML tags were shown in the Task Details report.

Customer Request DEV-737

Added a phone number column to the Individuals Requiring Assistance in an Emergency report. The system 

should now show phone numbers and related types.

Customer Request DEV-735

Added a new report to include details for locker numbers in the workspace. The report is organized by unit 

number.

Customer Request DEV-747 Added a new report that returns incident report details from a selected time period.

Bug Fix DEV-738 Implemented a change that allows users to search the Security Console using license plates.

Bug Fix DEV-743

If you select "I am the first shift" when creating your shift in the Security Console, that selection is now 

accurately reflected in your shift's details.

Bug Fix DEV-751 Fixed an issue where the system would not automatically sign visitors out after their parking permit expired.

Bug Fix DEV-756

Fixed an issue that would prevent users from printing their daily shift report when they selected "N/A" in one 

of the relief fields.

Customer Request DEV-659 Made several changes to the overall funtionality of the Visitor Parking module.
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Improvement DEV-577

Made some major revisions to the key checkout functionality. Users can now add and return temporary keys 

to or from inventory. We have also replaced the drop-down menu with an auto-complete form to 

accommodate buildings with large numbers of keys.

Improvement DEV-721

Made several back-end changes to the visitor parking functionality. The system is now more flexible in 

handling visitor parking restrictions.

Improvement DEV-744

Added two new incident report tyeps to the list of defaults: "Noise complaint - confirmed" & "Noise complaint - 

unconfirmed".

Improvement DEV-746 Made some formatting and visual changes to the Pass-on Log feature.

Bug Fix DEV-716 Added comments to the Emergency Contact Details on the user details page.

Bug Fix DEV-755

Fixed a bug that would limit the max length for buzzer codes when going through the Process Unit Ownership 

Change screens.

Bug Fix DEV-763 Fixed an issue where (by default) security users could see action buttons in the unit file.

Customer Request DEV-720 Added Cayman Islands to the list of countries in the Unit File.

Customer Request DEV-745

Added an "Access Card" option to the Key, FOBs, and Remotes section. These records will also show up in the 

FOB and Remotes report.

Improvement DEV-522 Added View and Edit links to the Related Units section of the User Details page.
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